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Introduction
By taking a look at the history of physical education light is often thrown on what is happening now. And this is so for all the aspects that combine to make up this school discipline in France as elsewhere in Europe.
Our interest here is to review the language employed in written school programs (1996, 1997, 1998, 1999 and 2000) as well as the current practices and the many articles appearing in EPS (a revue that circulates widely among physical education and sports teachers in France), under such headings as "Maximum Aerobic Speed", "Maximum V.O.2" and "Maximum Aerobic Force" which basically refer to energetic sports activities, such activities being a far from insignificant part of the practices evaluated in the school 1 Thank you very much to Jean Godwin for helping us in translating from french but also to Susan Watson.
The body and the metaphors of the machine 3 curriculum. Eight physical activities are available in "collège" [for children between 11 and 15 years of age]: athletics, gymnastics, open air activities, water and physically artistic activities, dueling, racquet and team sports and games. In particular, long distance running has always been pursued and is practiced in these establishments today; it is probably one of the activities most deeply rooted in the historical discourse being analyzed here. The tests used in this domain (Luc Leger, Cooper and the step test) are entirely the outcome of a peculiarly "energetic" perception of the body. But competitive swimming and certain openair activities (such as orientation races and cross-country cycling) are also in part the outcome of this same perception. Activities such as aerobics, step, and stretching, that are little practiced in schools in France, doubtless have the same theoretical origin.
The discourse that provides the springboard for the practice of these activities, despite considerable revision of the vocabulary, is based on metaphors that were employed by the sages in their language in the 19th century. It is therefore interesting to try and evaluate the extent to which the metaphors used primarily relate to the period during which they were writing, in other words, to the Second Industrial Revolution. And it is equally interesting to realize that such a discourse has survived and serves in practical applications in a very different context, in a society which is very largely "informational", "communicational" and even cybernetic (Fourastié, 1979) and "spectator-orientated" (Debord, 1967) and no longer industrial.
It is thus a remarkable story that is being explored here, tracing those aspects of the discourse held in France on physical and sports education which actually became incorporated into the school curriculum at the turn of the century, we are not concerned with the totality of the theories and practices that go to make up this discipline.
The studies by David Kirk (with Richard Tinning: 1990 and 1998) perfectly evaluate how physical education was built up as a school subject in England and Australia.
These authors show how the history of the discipline related to social life and also how it is a key area in the production of cultural mores and value systems.
In France too, many studies have been devoted to examining the history of the discipline in schools. Research by Pierre Arnaud (1983) comes to mind, demonstrating the relationship between this discipline and changes in the State school system; by Gilbert Andrieu (1990) showing how it is a "total social fact"; and more recently the research carried out by Cécile Collinet (2000) analyzing the inner structure of the language used in
The body and the metaphors of the machine 4 speaking of physical education; Jean-Luc Martin (1999) describes its dependence on the political arena in a fairly recent period; and Philippe Liotard (1999) who refers to the discourse held on physical and sports education in the 20th century in France as if it were basically a system of religious belief. The studies undertaken by Jacques Gleyse (1995 Gleyse ( , 1997 Gleyse ( and 1999 have clearly shown the dependence on, or at least a very decided interaction between modes of work, conception in education and the discourse held on the subject of physical education.
Yet little work in the English language has shown an interest in this field. J. Holt in the United States has devoted several papers to the subject, in particular, for example in The Journal of Sport History (1991) . Some papers have also appeared in the review The
International Journal of the History of Sport and in The European Sports History Review.
However, it seems that Sport Education and Society has no place for this field of research into physical and sports education. Recently, work has appeared on Physical Education in Hong Kong (Shuttleworth & Chan Wan-Ka (1998) and in Africa (Shehu, 1996) but none on France.
In any case, what follows is not concerned with rewriting the overall history of physical and sports education in France, which has been written a number of times in French. Its intent is rather to show specifically how, in the heart of the discourse being held on this same subject from the mid 19th century to the beginning of the nineteen fifties, the metaphors of the simple machine (lever, pulley or screw) and of mechanics devolving in particular from the field of natural and technical sciences, were to express and often to influence the reality of the practices put into effect and sometimes even the programs and policies themselves. Systems of metaphor that relate to Foucault's theories (Foucault, 1975) , might be thought of as corporal control systems, persisting yet transforming over time, but they might also be seen as the "social" expression of a particular domain.
However, before explaining the language used, a brief detour is essential to enable the reader to understand the theoretical basis for what is applied subsequently, and also to identify the difference or correlation between the scientific and technical-scientific analyses of the discourse held on movement and practices in the programs available and the State policies developed.
It is also essential to draw the attention of the English speaking reader to the major stages in the construction and double modes in the school discipline in France as it
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Prior history . Programs and policies in gymnastics and physical education from the Restoration to the Third Republic

Premise.
A civil and military gymnasium was founded in 1815 by Napoleon's Colonel Amoros y Ondeano and from these beginnings an embryo gymnastic organization developed in the city of Paris.
Yet it was not until October 21 st 1845, under the July Monarchy of Louis-Philippe I, that ministerial commissions (Narcisse Salvandy was then Minister of Public Instruction for Fine Art and Worship), started to focus on the teaching of gymnastics in the Royal junior and secondary schools. However, these commissions had practically no effect in terms of the State.
The same situation was the same for the commissions appointed under the Second Empire, from 7 November 1853. Even though these led to a formal report and the First Regulation on Teaching Gymnastics in Secondary Schools on March 13 th 1854 which stated that: "gymnastics forms part of the instruction given in secondary schools and it is regularly taught at the expense of the establishment", neither tangible benefit nor legislation resulted.
The first effects. Military gymnastics.
By contrast, the Hillairet commission (named after its chairman) appointed on 15 th February 1868, submitted a very substantial report, referring to the almost total absence of facilities (a gymnasium for an average of about 8 establishments and only one teacher for some 450 pupils; the current norm is one teacher for an average of 140 pupils). Yet there was an accumulated backwardness by comparison with our neighbors such as Sweden, Switzerland, Germany and Denmark which were already generally equipped with gymnasiums. This report led to the creation of a teaching diploma (the Certificate of Aptitude for Teaching Gymnastics -the CAEG) on November 25 th 1869 and to the first school program (on February 1 st 1869) for the Imperial junior and secondary schools and to primary school teacher training in the "Ecoles Normales". These programs were mainly based on "mechanical" and military gymnastics, meaning on exercises that were largely inspired by the first proposals made by Frédérico
Amoros at the beginning of the 19th century. A sort of basic ABC of gestures applied here. Gymnastics was ground-based and was often "segmented" with each limb or muscle being exercised individually.
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It is worth mentioning, however, that in the military domain, a gymnastics schoolan "Ecole supérieure" -was inaugurated at Joinville, on July 15 th 1852 which provided basic training in gymnastics until the beginning of the 20th century. Primary school teachers, whose role first appeared with the creation by Guizot of the "Ecoles Normales" in 1830, sometimes obtained an acceptable training in them during their long period of military service (three and a half years). But in the main, former non-commissioned officers gave classes in secondary establishments.
Adopting gymnastics in schools. Two approaches. there was the school system for the upper class and the aristocracy with junior and secondary schools, which were often private, Catholic and fee-paying and led to the Baccalaureate and admission to university. This division also played a role in physical and sports education, as schools for the general population generally encouraged gymnastics whereas the private junior and secondary schools very rapidly incorporated sports, quite often on the initiative of the pupils and headmasters. The same division was also evident in the most important two associations set up the close of the 19th century, in 1888. The first of these was the "Jules Simon" Committee (in reality the committee for propagating physical exercise) which was pro-sport and whose secretary was Baron Pierre de Coubertin. Actually, a significant sea change was taking place with the publication in 1908 of the Handbook of Physical Exercises and Games for Schools, largely at the initiative of the same players and in the same context. This publication focused on a new analysis of movement notably in terms of "mechanics" and energy and it used metaphors that were more firmly founded on the idea, which had not appeared in earlier papers, of a "manmotor" or steam machine. Again, it was in 1941 that physical and sports education became an optional subject in the Baccalaureate. In 1959 it became a compulsory subject when taking this diploma (yet it had been compulsory as early as 1882 for the Primary Studies Certificate and in 1886 for the Higher School Certificate -taken at age 16). It may therefore be assumed that it was actually taught and evaluated from these dates.
Teacher training.
At the same time, a genuine, civilian State training for physical and sports education teachers and infant-school teachers was being made available. This training was firstly The body and the metaphors of the machine 9 after three years of university studies and practice after the Baccalaureate and the Higher School Certificate. This training, initiated by medical researchers was to incorporate the latest knowledge available and in particular the bio-energetic perception of the body.
It is these concepts driven by a form of metaphor that we are now about to consider.
It should, nonetheless, be stated that the actual practice of physical and sports education during these periods are much more difficult to analyze given the small amount of documented information available and the lack of other research into the subject.
Overall, it would seem that there were few infant-school teachers actually teaching this discipline during the period, particularly in rural areas, even though the programs stipulate a significant time-table (some four or five hours a week); and France was mainly rural in the 19th century as nearly 74.5% of the population lived on the land in 1851 and this figure remained 55.8%, in 1911.
In the secondary schools too, the recurrent absence of facilities led the older students to take up open air sports (rugby, running, athletics…), from very end of the 19th century and the start of the 20th century, while the assiduous practice of physical education seems to have been rare at least until the mid-twenties (on this subject, see Gay-Lescot, 1999 ).
Prior theories. The body , technology and economics.
From the middle of the 19th century onwards, theories concerning the steam engine and then energy as a concept in itself were explored; at the same time, a scientific paradigm (thermodynamics) developed, which, even though it was not entirely new, it nevertheless created a kind of revolution in appreciating how the body functioned and more specifically of its movement. The process of instrumental rationalization of the human body and movement, was linked, in part, to the industrialization of the world of work (Gleyse, 1995) and began in the 17th century during the French Classical period with René Descartes' 1664
A Treatise on Man (De homine figuris : Traité de l'homme).
This process continued and developed with the biomechanical paradigm created by Borelli in 1685 in his work, "De motu animalium", and was given a second lease of life thanks to the exploitation of new models that were both mechanical and metaphorical. While the simple engine using natural forms of energy and the manufacturing process, close to that of the "work-shop", served as a model for the Cartesian mechanical body, the steam engine followed by the internal
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Following on the work of Foucault (1969, 1971 and 1976) and also that of Canguilhem (1989) , this paper attempts to bring to light the metaphors, mythology and beliefs which helped to create the controls and value systems that supported this vision of "the body as machine" during the Second Industrial Revolution in France. A kind of archeological isomorphism is created that makes use not only the industrial world as a model during this period of expansion but also of the mechanical models that are associated with it. The locomotive, the steam engine and the machine are images that need no explanation of a technical order to find a parallel in the images used for the body. And so certain influential people, wishing to institute a particular type of society and social intercourse, promoted a vision of the body that corresponded with models provided by industrial machines.
It is possible to trace a kind of network of images starting from the first improvements in steam engines. We can follow this network through the theories of thermodynamics, to the application of these theories -in particular to 'man', in the work of Our study is based on an analysis of the literature on the body, and not only on the subject of physical education, from the middle of the 19th century to the end of the 1950s in France. The texts that have been selected were all written by people of authority in the field of physical education and sport during this period. The documents referred to are scientific texts written by doctors who were interested in exercise and the body (Hirn, Lagrange and Marey), by official figureheads who played a decisive part in establishing physical education as a school subject (Demenÿ, Tissié and Labbé) or are extracts from official handbooks and regulations that paved the way for the practice of sport in schools.
The people whose names are quoted were, as previously mentioned, active members of Ministerial Committees (The Ministry of Public Instruction and Fine Arts). It was their task to lay the foundations for the legislated, regular practice of physical education as part of the "compulsory, non-religious and free" education that developed in France following the Jules Ferry laws (1880). It should be noted that the creation of the school subject, physical education, in its most characteristic form, seems peculiar to France and certain other European countries, whereas in Anglo-Saxon countries, for instance, it might be a modern sport that serves as physical activity in school. The analyses carried out by David Kirk (1990 Kirk ( , 1998 , does not however show significant differences between France and the United Kingdom, insofar as the general links between physical education and society and culture are concerned. The same is apparent in the work of Donald Guay (1969 Guay ( , 1981 Guay ( , 2000 in Canada.
The technical progress represented by the steam engine seems important for the birth and development of the "human engine" paradigm as a model for interpreting the body, but the factory, where this progress was manifest, would also seem to play an important part in the creation of this particular logic. Behind the interpretation of the body as an "energy system" factory productivity is perhaps also visible -just as it is in the notion of the "Republican" school in intellectual subjects. The literature that tends to transform the body into an instrument (Gleyse, 1997) , reveals to us the way in which 'man' was viewed socially and also reveals the standards by which he/she was measured in a powerful "dialogic" (Morin, 1986) . It also shows us how the men (and they were almost invariably men) who possessed the power of decision or who exercised a considerable cultural weight perceived the general public.
A time lag can very definitely be discerned between the theory from which mechanical metaphors being studied arise and references in official texts and practices. In fact, the machine model of the body does not seem to become incorporated in the programs until the beginning of the 20th century, while scientific texts make references to it some fifty years earlier.
Industry as a metaphor and means of control.
"The function of the factory, whose forerunner was the work-shop, is to bend the will of that restive, unruly workforce, which is used to being master of its own work processes, and bring it to respect order and hierarchy and economy of gesture and word.
We aim to limit the movement of the body in order to achieve a real control of industry through discipline" (Perrot, 1979, p.483) . This quotation sums up perfectly the way in which changes in working methods brought about a change in the perception of the working body and the system of values attached to it, values that, themselves, would bring about a transformation in the way the body was and is physically exercised.
Gymnasiums, in the form in which they emerged at the end of the 18th century, represented, without any doubt "body factories". As for modern sport, as shown by J-M. Brohm (1976) , it probably arose and developed in part along the lines of industrial capitalism, in both its mythological foundations as well as in its institutionalized structures.
The standards that governed and the language that was used to designate the industrial body could not be dissociated from the body itself, and came to be defined in the field of physical education and more generally in the idea of exercise. 1902) . From 1890 onwards, he promoted the idea of the rational, scientific organization of human work making it possible, for instance, for the weight of cast-iron handled by a worker in a day to be increased from 12.5 to 67.5 tons. With this in mind, the movements of the human body were carefully separated, dissected even, into individual components.
No time wasting of any sort was tolerated; the aim always being to achieve increased productivity. In addition, workers were to be given the tasks at which they were most efficient. This same process was certainly being applied to sport and more generally to exercise as a whole by the end of the 19th century (Gleyse, 1995 and and it probably reached its apogee in the 1950s and 1960s both within and outside the world of education (Bui-Xuân, 1989 ).
The similarity of the opinions of Frederick Winslow Taylor and Georges Demenÿ (1902) has been very clearly identified elsewhere (Gleyse, 1999) and enables the probability of validating the existence of a dialogue between the world of work and the world of physical education in school or at least in the sphere of discourse on the body (often related to physical education), even though it is involuntary and not deliberate. This viewpoint is quite close to the problematic raised by David Kirk.
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The identification of the body with the steam engine.
Let us rapidly consider the fact that a kind of genealogy has become established based on technical and scientific works (Gleyse, 1997, op. cit.) . The idea of the rationalized energy-producing body, which appeared just when the machines that used natural sources of energy in the world of work were being gradually phased out 2 , was perhaps not only developed in part from the technology of the steam engine, but also through the economic need for more and more efficient factory production.
At least we can perceive, as will be shown later, a metaphorical dialogue between these two types of language. But in both instances it would seem that of a group of pioneers was instigating a system of control over the general population.
Gustave Hirn describes the man-engine.
In the middle of the 19th century, following in the wake of Claude Bernard, doctors specializing in Physiology and energy radically modified the perception of the body.
Among them, Gustave Hirn led the way by systematically applying ideas to the human body that in theory had been designed to improve the productivity of machines. He wrote:
"Consequently, there is a MECHANICAL equivalent to work, and a CALORIFIC equivalent to heat" (Hirn, 1862, p.30 With Hirn, the paradigm of the steam engine -the result of experimenting in workshops -which was perfected by science, was given back to its source, 'man', through the way in which his/her body was transformed into a machine, an object, a rationalized instrument. In the industrial universe and in the factory environment 'man' became a theoretic entity in accordance with values represented firstly by the steam engine and then by the machine. As René Thom points out (1990), a kind of implacable logical cycle was set up: technology gave birth to science and then science, expanding beyond its first field of application, or else being applied (or even misapplied) to other fields, led in turn to the birth of a technology, or sometimes even a technocracy. It was the human body, or more particularly in this case the physical activity associated with it, that was the subject of this technology. But this technology should not just be considered as such; above all else it was a widespread system of control that organized society, or at least a system that a few influential people wished to promote for the greater good of the masses.
Auguste Chauveau (1837-1917), whose footsteps Hirn followed, had already outlined the basic rules for the establishment of a real system of ergonomics and physiology of work. Hirn consolidated this paradigm and applied it to corporal practices as a whole, going beyond the limited field of industrial production.
In his article entitled Thermodynamics and Work in Living Beings (La Thermodynamique et le travail chez les êtres vivants) which was published on the 28th
May 1887 in Charles Richet's The Scientific Review (Revue Scientifique) (Revue Rose, p.673-684), Chauveau very clearly explained how he arrived at his conclusions and how they could be applied to all aspects of movement. In this article he related in particular the experiments he carried out in April and May 1857 and, basing his arguments on these, from coal and steam engines (as had happened rather earlier in Britain). It is understandable therefore that this energy system served as a strong metaphorical model.
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15 showed "what the true work of the living engine is" (p. 679). These experiments led him to conclude that "What we can state as far as the engines of the physical world are concerned can necessarily and completely be applied to organized machines, and […] to the human machine, which we can study most easily and scientifically." (ibid. p.678). 'Man' was not therefore considered as an individual, as a person in his/her own right, but fully and thoroughly as an instrument that had to be made as productive as possible in terms of work and output.
Without questioning his own arguments, Hirn proceeded from inanimate nature to the generic 'man', from physics and chemistry to physiology, from the inanimate to the animate, from the mechanical to the living. This way of thinking brought to light the structure of a micro-power promoted by people with influential arguments. However, at the Chapter III of the same book, which dealt with "animal heat" (ibid. p.17) confirmed that the theory of the body as a machine capable of producing energy had become dominant and that following this, all human movement could be analyzed in the same way as a machine would be. In this paper we find Hirn's ideas from his 1887 article repeated practically word for word. Nevertheless, his ideas too were slow to penetrate programs and school handbooks, despite his chairing of commissions in the domain of school gymnastics, and it was only after his death that they bore more specific traces of them.
The same theories can be found in Fernand Lagrange's 1888 A Physiology of Corporal Exercises (Physiologie des exercices du corps). Lagrange was a doctor who sat on all the Ministerial Committees set up to put physical education firmly on the school curriculum. In Chapter III of his paper, he referred to "the human engine and heatproducing machines" (Lagrange, p.28) and in Chapter IV the problem of "combustion" was dealt with (Lagrange, p.36). As one example from among many, we quote this sentence:
"the human body has been compared, as a source of movement, to a heat-powered machine.
We know that no machine can create power. The most perfect engines can only transform one type of energy into another. The human engine transforms heat into movement" (Lagrange, 1888, p.28).
Scientific language and above all, the medical language used here, was aimed at imposing a system of values on the interpretation of the body which clearly led to 'man' being considered more as a tool or instrument, than as a person in his/her own right.
In 1890, only two years after Fernand Lagrange, Emile Couvreur, the director of the research laboratory at the Lyons University of Science (he was also, as has been shown, influential in establishing State physical education), published a paper entitled Exercising the Body (Les exercices du corps). Here he continued the same analogy and extended the paradigm and system of standardization. The whole of the first section of the text entitled "the animal machine and its mechanisms" was the logical follow-up to the system already defined. The third chapter of this same section, entitled "the job of the muscles" employed the system originally described by Gustave Adolphe Hirn. But this author's language as that of Etienne-Jules Marey, only seemed to be matched in the school policies, programs and perhaps practices after a certain time lag -at the beginning of the 20th century. His book
Physiology and Bodily Exercise (Physiologie des exercices du corps) is however
considered by many authors, including Georges Hébert, as a fundamental reference on the subject of energy. Physical Education either is or is not "energy-producing".
The above heading paraphrases the position Georges Demenÿ advanced in his work
The Scientific Basis of Physical Education (Les Bases scientifiques de l'éducation physique) (1902) in which he effectively stated: "PE either is or is not scientific". In any event, his position was to reinforce and amplify the language studied previously, and it was substantiated by the fact that he succeeded in obtaining approval of his metaphoric bases by the commission that established the Handbook of Physical Exercise and Games in School 1908.
As a disciple and the spiritual child of P.Bert and E-J.Marey, Georges Demenÿ Georges Demenÿ wrote: "Our blood contains hydrocarbons similar to the oil burnt in our lamps, the coal burnt in our fires. It also contains oxygen which, as it combines with the former elements, causes their combustion providing a source of heat and energy. Muscular contraction and movement are the result of this physiological process. Willpower provokes movement just as an electric spark will provoke an explosion in an unstable volatile matter" (Demenÿ, 1902, p.12) . Unlike other writers, Demenÿ was nevertheless extremely lucid in respect of the process that lay behind his theories. "It is absolutely clear that the aim of physical education must be to improve the individual, with a view to contributing to the progress of all men; it is an economic goal and its consequence will be a higher rate of productivity in useful work" (Demenÿ, 1890, p.355 ). Here we can see quite clearly how one of the great supporters of Republican politics during the Third Republic in France attempted to apply a particularly powerful system of coercion to the general public. In the field of physical education, the analogy of the human engine was very probably one of the means of surveillance and punishment and one of the many ways that a panoptic view integrated with and conformed to the needs of an economic system. It is worth mentioning that this same idea of "a better use of energy" was also to be found in Japan, with the birth of Judo and the method of physical education being developed by Jigoro Kano in 1882. This would strongly support the theory that it was more a matter of imposing a system of standards and constraints relevant to the industrial world and the requirements of capital, than a purely parochial feature of French culture. The same type of "industrial" metaphor can be found in the English speaking countries, including Canada, at about the same time.
Race and the human engine.
Philippe Tissié however disagreed with Georges Demenÿ both on the subject of the methods to be employed and on the scientific basis for physical education but he too arrived at machine metaphors. Thus the same analysis can be found in the first chapter of And yet the system of gymnastics that he advocated was based more on the theory of a mechanical rather than motorized interpretation. In general he advocated the Swedish method of gymnastics, so it is even more surprising to find this type of reasoning in his works. But this might simply highlight the strength of the mythological system and its powers of control.
The whole of the chapter quoted above is based on a "motorized" interpretation of the human body and analysing it takes up fifty pages. It can also be observed that in his foreword Tissié very faithfully followed Demenÿ. On the question of setting up an industrial order: "Physical education must be seen in terms of the increase in energy it will bring the Nation. Its broader purpose is to increase our industrial capacity in the world economy. If physical education is understood in this manner, it will fulfil a vital function in society […] The human engine produces effort. The worker is the owner and employer of his own living machine. For him, it represents the capital that he is investing in his employment contract, especially when this machine comes into contact with the great
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Strikes arise more often than not from the antagonism that exists between these two machines.
[…] It is therefore through a rationalized use of physical education that powerful human engines can be created to provide a greater quantity of energy and economic output.
Creating human machines is part of this phase of constitution" (Tissié, 1919, p.4) .
We could quote practically the whole of the foreword. Here Tissié, surely unconsciously, is echoing Taylor and the logic of the human industrial internal combustion engine. He demonstrates that workers would be happier if they were better trained to make use of their energy capital. He also believes that this would favor social harmony. And so he advocates a system of control over the body that is bound to have repercussions on the institutions of the day (and this, at least, is visible in the official texts) since he was himself a relatively important figure at this time. The methods suggested by Tissié were not however, accepted by the official authorities, as they were considered out-moded, even though he finally made reference to the current metaphors. This paper perfectly illustrates the logic of the system we are trying to draw attention to. The texts on physical education and sport are in perfect harmony with the logic of the new structures that were being set up in the work place. These theories were applied more widely on the future working population through the imposition of a State requirement. The "human engine" was therefore doubtless only the corollary to secondary industrial production when perceived in terms of values and social control but its application was limited to the field of institutional school corporal education. The system of confinement in the factory described by Michèle Perrot would be transposed to corporal education and to the models used for interpreting it.
Official texts discovered scientific metaphors
Most of the State handbooks and texts that appeared between 1908 and 1960 bore witness to this desire to apply the energy-producing image and the metaphor of the (Labbé, 1930, p.292) .
Physical Education and factory production -any difference?
In 1923 Jules Amar published a paper quite specifically designed for training industrial workers. Its title was The Human Engine and the Scientific Basis of Professional
Work (Le moteur humain et les bases scientifiques du travail professionnel). It is interesting
to mention this work to show how the same value system and the same mythological system underpinned both types of language. It was this value system that facilitated the interpretation of the perception of energy in physical education, up to the 1950s and 1960s.
Jules Amar writes: "the human engine is probably an electrocapillary engine, in which the surface tension is modified and a contraction produced by stimulating the nerves […]. Man's power, which is at best only equal to 1/7 horsepower, cannot be compared to the power of our modern engines. But the human engine is very productive and only uses up 8 tiny calories for a kilogram per meter produced, which is equal to a rate of productivity of 30%" (Amar, 1923, p.669 ). Amar here laid down the foundations on which Astrand was subsequently to construct his own theories (highly significant theories appeared at the end of the 1970s enabling the body to be interpreted in terms of Maximum Aerobic Speed, Maximum V.O.2 and Maximum Aerobic Force), and which also formed the basis, for the Luc Léger and Cooper tests (which, as already mentioned, are still used in sports training today) among others.
In all these cases, 'man' is reinvented as an efficient engine following the logic of the industrial system: "Man the worker, has a longer working life than inanimate machines; for example, the most sophisticated steam engine can only remain serviceable for fifteen or twenty years without requiring repairs […] Engines that compare with man's mobile perfection are very few and far between" (ibid., p.670). The objective here was to transform this natural perfection into an artificial engine. Under these conditions, the population as a whole "[…] could normally increase its 'level of social usefulness', by using initiative, willpower and 'personal' energy" (ibid., p.672).
From engine to endurance: nature as counterfeit energy
At the same time, in 1925, Georges Hébert -who also played an important role in developing State physical education (see Bui-Xuân & Gleyse, 2001 ) -in his Sport Versus Physical Education (Le sport contre l'éducation physique) while based on the idea of a natural method and being critical of "science as the be-all and end-all" and of "productivity at all costs", also used this system of values and constraints, when he compared 'man' first to an automobile and then to a steamship (Hébert, 1946, reedited. pp. 62-77) . The passage that spreads over several pages comparing man to a "steamer", was particularly concerned with wear and tear and overheating of parts as well as with over consumption of coal, thus
showing that an ill-considered effort (such as is made in sport) could lead to rapid deterioration of the machine and total exhaustion, whereas a reasonable effort as in "physical education" would result in the depletion of reserves at a much more acceptable rate and with no damage to the machine either. The spirit guiding the way this study was
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In any case, the motto that appeared on the cover of all of Hébert's publications: "be strong, be useful" matches this logic perfectly. 'Man' was considered in purely utilitarian terms and consequently became a tool of society and even sometimes the instrument of the economy, even when this might appear to go against quite a number of Hébert's own propositions.
It should also be emphasized that while Georges Hébert challenged practically all forms of "scientism" in physical education, his exceptional references to researchers encompassed Fernand Lagrange and Georges Demenÿ, which would tend to show the strength of the system of control and its importance too in the field of physical education and sport in school.
In the foreword to his introduction (volume I of Physical and Moral Education by the Natural Method (Education physique et morale par la méthode naturelle)) he leaves us in no doubt of this, even though the metaphor of the 'man-engine' has disappeared: "But to begin with, it is essential, as I said before, to recover all our natural gestures little by little and to learn to work with greater productivity in mind" (Hébert, 1936, p.VI) .
Paradoxically, however, in advocating a Natural Method, Georges Hébert rediscovered a system of totally "artificial" control resulting from the theoretic reflexes in the steam engine and then in the factory and industrial production. Hence Hébert's example enables the effectiveness of the language system to be understood. Even rejected in principle, it reemerged in theory with specific proposals.
Human engines everywhere?
Beyond the specific field of P.E. are examples proving that this system of control was spreading. A 1957 edition of What do I know? (Que sais-je ?), a popular and widely read French publication, written by P.Chauchard and entitled The Living Engine (Le moteur vivant) incorporates what is perhaps one of the last traces of a logic that will gradually be replaced by another form of instrumental rationalization, as society passes into the postindustrial period (Touraine A., 1969) . This new logic will be based on the model of the computer (see Gleyse, 1995 and , information and possibly even "entertainment" (Debord, 1967), but here we digress. In analyzing the language applied to the body, this process has been described as a "cognomorphosis" (Gleyse, 1995) , in other words as a process that progresses from a system of scarcely internalised material constraints, to an increasingly abstract system of constraints that are nevertheless more internalised. J. Paillard's article -an influential figure in physical education and ergonomics in the 1970s, from its very title Piloting the human machine (Le pilotage de la machine humaine) -can be seen as a transition between these two models. In this case, the system of confinement and micro control has been accepted and integrated by individuals. In France, by the 1970s onwards, the metaphor of the biological computer has taken over from that of the human engine. But that is an invitation to a more up-to-date story of the discipline, possibly to be told later.
CONCLUSION
The facts recounted above enable evidence of the emergence of a system of bodily control to be brought to light, a system that was related to the development of secondary industry and that gradually incorporated a physical education and sports discourse expressed by means of a mechanical metaphor. Be that as it may, it has been shown that there were significant time lags between technical innovation, scientific theory and the metaphors resulting from this domain being expressed in school programs and State policies.
This article is not an attempt at a general history of physical education in France which has already been conscientiously developed by several other authors, but it does aim to meticulously examine the specific language used to describe norms and models employed to explain the body, language on this subject that is reused and thus may be deemed, as with any discourse, to have an effective function; in other words, to be a language that has practical efficacy in reality.
We have thus examined the discourse of numerous authors as being a system of micro power in the sense that Foucault employed the term. Clearly, there is no absolute certainty of the efficacy of such metaphors. Their concomitant with the Second Industrial Revolution (concerned with the introduction of the factory and not just with the manufacturing process) remains both comprehensible and troubling. But it is interesting to see that in renewed forms this relationship has been perpetuated over the course of time.
Perhaps this contributes even more to validating the "hologram" effect, specific to everything that concerns human knowledge, defined by Edgard Morin and according to
The body and the metaphors of the machine 24 which "if the parts are in everything, everything is in the parts too" (Morin, 1986, p.98 passim) . To some extent, it is possible to rediscover here the positions of David Kirk and Marcel Mauss when they defined the body in 1951 as "a total social fact". The examination of machine metaphor in physical education in France is particularly interesting for the degree to which it might show that the subject is an integral part of society and culture.
Finally, if we accept the idea advocated by Pierre Fougeyrollas (1991), which affirms that "modernity" is based on "the reign of reason" and "supremacy over nature", the instrumental rationalization of the body, as a part of nature, is part of a greater logic that goes beyond the simple level of the literature on the body. If we agree that the body is "the floating signifier" (Brohm, 1989, p.399) then the language used when referring to the body and to corporal practices can only be a perfect illustration of the overall structure that makes up the system of values that constitute modernity. This language reveals the systems of controls and standards that organize the fabric of society, its very skin.
But the paradigm of the human engine seems to us to be perfectly illustrated in the analysis made by Alain Touraine in 1992 in his A Critique of Modernity (Critique de la modernité) as the supremacy of instrumental rationalization over subjectivity. In other words, to be a system under which a certain number of influential figures consider others more as rational instruments than as individuals in their own right. Of course, we can also find the ideas of normality, micro control and even confinement that were first brought to light by Michel Foucault.
Through our interpretation in this article of a localized and individual language (used by people concerned with the institution of physical education from the mid-19th century to the end of the 1950s) we have attempted to lay the first stepping stones for a possible new analysis of the process of instrumental rationalization of the body both at school and throughout the whole of society.
